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Abstract-we present a general method for solving game problems of approach for dynamical 
systems with Volterra evolution. This method is based on the method of resolving functions and 
uses the apparatus of the theory of set-valued mappings. In more detail, we study game problems 
for systems with Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives and regularized derivatives of Dshrbashyan- 
Nersesyan (fractal games) on the basis of the generalized matrix functions of Mittag-Leffler introduced 
here. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of fundamental methods [l-8] exist in the theory of differential games that, allow to 
formulate conditions for solvability of the problems of approach and avoidance in one or another 
class of strategies. Various mathematical techniques are used depending on the kind of exchange 
of information between the players about the process state and also on how the player, on whose 
side the game is analyzed, chooses his control. In this paper, as a tool for investigation was chosen 
the method of resolving functions [5,9-151 based on using the inverse functionals of Minkowski 
[13] and substantiating the classic rule of parallel pursuit. Under different forms of Pontryagin’s 
condition, this method was successfully applied in the study of game problems with groups of 
participants [5,9-11,14,15], games with the terminal functional [16], with state constraints and 
with imperfect information [5,10,14] as well as in the study of processes with more complicated 
than ordinary differential equations dynamics (9-12,17-231. 
In this work, we use the basic ideas of the method of resolving function to obtain sufficient 
conditions for solvability of the game problems. Minor assumptions are made about the dynamical 
process in order to encompass as wide range of conflict-controlled processes as possible. 
An important class of conflict-controlled processes t%at can be imbedded in the general scheme 
of the method is the game problems for systems with fractional derivatives. The systems with 
fractional derivatives were studied earlier, e.g., in works [24-261. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM. 
AUXILIARY RESULTS. SCHEME OF THE METHOD 
Let us denote by R” the real n-dimensional Euclidian space, and by R+ = {t : t 2 0) the 
positive semiaxis. Consider the process with evolution described by the equation 
z(t) = 9(t) + t 2 0. (1) 
Function g(t), g : R+ + R*, is Lebesgue measurable and bounded for t > 0, matrix func- 
tion R(t, T), t 2 T > 0, is measurable in r and also summable in r for any t E R+. The control 
block is given by function cp(u, w), cp : U x V --+ Rn, that is assumed to be jointly continuous in 
its variables on the direct product of nonempty compacts U and V, i.e., U, V E K(Rn). Control 
actions of the players--u(r), u : R+ + U, and V(T), u : R+ + V, are measurable functions. 
In addition to the process (l), a terminal set is given having a cylindrical form 
M*=Mo+M, (2) 
where MO is a linear subspace from Rn and M E K(L), where L is an orthogonal complement 
to MO in R”. 
The goals of the first (u) and the second (w) player are opposite. The first one strives in the 
shortest time to drive a trajectory of the process (1) to the set (2), the second one strives to 
maximally postpone the instant of time when the process trajectory hits the set M*. 
Let us take the side of the first player and assume that his opponent chooses as controls an 
arbitrary measurable functions with values from V. We also assume that the game (l),(2) takes 
place on the interval [0, T] and that the first player chooses as controls measurable functions of 
the form 
u(t) = 49(T), Q(.)), t E [O,Tl, 44 E u, (3) 
where wt( +) = {w(s) : 0 I s 5 t} is a prehistory of the second player’s control up to the instant t. 
If, for example, g(t) = A(t) ZO, where A(t) is a matrix function such that A(0) = E (E is a unit 
matrix) and z(0) = zc, then we may consider that u(t) = u(zg, wt(-)), i.e., control of the first 
player appears as a special type quasistrategy [5,7]. 
The goal of the paper is, under the information condition (3), to develop sufficient conditions 
for solvability of the problem in favour of the first player in some guaranteed time, as well as to 
estimate this time and to find the control of first player that provides for the realization of this 
result. 
Now, let us describe the method of solving this problem. Original assumptions about func- 
tions 9(t), Q(t, r), cp(u,w), and sets U, V, M* allow us to realize already known for differential 
games construction [5,9,12,13] that we briefly outline below. 
Define by x the orthoprojector acting from Rn onto L. 
Setting 
P(U,V) = {cp(%V) : 24 E w, 
let us consider the following set-valued mappings: 
WCC 7, w) = qt, T)(p(U, w), 
wtt, 7) = ’ n W(t, T, w), 
VEV 
defined on the sets A x V and A, respectively, where 
A={(t,r):O<r<t<oc}. 
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PONTRYAGIN’S CONDITION. Set-valued mapping W(t, 7) takes nonempty values on the set A. 
By virtue of continuity of the function (~(21,~) and the condition U E K(R”), the map- 
ping cp(V, v) is continuous in 21 in Hausdorff metric [27,28]. 
Taking into account the assumptions concerning matrix function Q(t,T), one can infer that 
the set-valued mappings W(t, 7,~) and W(t, T) are measurable in T [29]. Recall that a set- 
valued mapping F(t), F : [O,T] + 2R” is called measurable if for any open set Y, Y c Rn, the 
set {t E [O,T] : F(t) n Y # 0) is measurable. 
Let us denote by P(Rn) a set of all nonempty closed sets from space R*. Then, obviously, 
W(t,r,u):AxV-+P(R”), 
W(t,T) : A + P(Rn). 
In this case, the set-valued mappings W(t, T, II) and W(t, T) are usually referred to as normal 
in 7 [29]. 
It, follows from Pontryagin’s condition and some results of the papers [29-311 that for any t 2 0 
there exists at least one r-measurable selection r(t, T) E W(t, T). By assumptions concerning 
the parameters of process (l), such selection ‘y(t, T) is a function which is summable in T for any 
fixed t > 0, T E [0, t]. Denote 
c(t, g(t), -/(t, *)) = W(t) + I’ r(t, 7) dr. 
Now, let us define a function 
o(t, 7, IJ) = sup{o 2 O : [W(t, 7, v) - 7(t, T)] f’l @‘f - t(t, S(t), dt, *))I # 8}, (4) 
and call it the resolving function. This function will play a key role in the sequel. 
By virtue of assumptions concerning the parameters of process (1) and some known results 
from [5], one can infer that function (4) is measurable in T and upper semicontinuous in u. 
In what follows, our prime concern will be with the joint dependence of function cr(t, T, v) in 
variables T and v. Let us fix some t and Set a(T, v) = a(& T, w). we Will say that function a(~, v), 
a : [O,T] x V + R+, is superpositionally measurable if for any measurable function V(T), 
TJ : [O,T] + V, the superposition ~(T,TI(T)), a : [0, T] -+ R+, is a r-measurable function. Suffi- 
ciently general assumption ensuring function ~$7, v) to be superpositionally measurable is that of 
its L x I3 measurability [30,31], i.e., of measurability with respect to u-algebra being a product 
of a-algebras L([O,T]) and B(Rn). This a-algebra consists of subsets of the set [0, T] x Rn gen- 
erated by sets of the form X x Y, where X is Lebesgue measurable subset of the interval [O,T] 
and Y-Bore1 measurable subset of R”. 
Denote w(t, T, v) - r(T, T) = H(T, v), hf - <(T, g(T), y(T, .)) = hf~ and introduce a set-valued 
mapping 
Then 
a(T, 71) = {a E R+ : H(T, V) n Crkfl # 8). (5) 
Q(T,V) = sUp{cI E R+ : Ly E fl(T,O)}. 
Let us study the properties of the set-valued mapping (5). The following general result is true 
which generalizes the known statement from [27] and follows, in particular, from the work [32]. 
LEMMA 1. Let for X E P(R”) the set-valued mappings F(w), F : X -+ P(R”), and H(w), H : 
X + P(Rn), be normal and let M(w,z), M : X x Rk -+ P(R”), be a Caratheodory mapping 
(measurable in w and continuous in x). 
Then the mapping 
is normal. 
U(W) = {x E F(w) : H(w) n M(uJ,x) # 0) 
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Setting in the statement of Lemma 1, w = (r,~), z = (Y and, respectively, F(w) = R+ 
and M(w, Z) = crMi and understanding by measurability the L x B measurability, we infer that 
the mapping U(T, V) is L x B measurable, since the mapping H(r, w) is L x B measurable by 
virtue of its Lebesgue measurability in r and continuity in v [30]. 
Now let us show that the function cr(r,v) is L x B measurable. Indeed, since the formula is 
true 
(Y(T,V) = sup (Y = C(U(7, v); l), 
&%(7,V) 
where C(X,p) is a support function of set X in direction p [33], its L x B measurability follows 
from L x B measurability of the set-valued mapping U(r, V) [29]. 
Thus, the function a(~, V) is L x B measurable, bounded below by zero and semicontinuous 
in v. 
Let us show that the function infvev ~(7, V) is measurable. To do this we will treat V as a 
constant set-valued mapping. It is a measurable mapping [29]. The approximation set in V can 
be formed, for instance, by functions u,(r) = v,,,, where V, = {Q,v~, . . . } is a countable dense 
subset of the set V. Then, by virtue of L x B measurability of the considered function, it is 
superpositionally measurable so that functions a(~-, v,) are measurable in r. Let us now show 
that 
infa(r,v) = i$f(‘,Wm). 
For this purpose, we set (.Y(T) = infveV Q~(T, V) and fix ‘T. By definition of the greatest lower 
bound, for any E > 0 there exists an element u, E V such that 
Q(T, w,) I Q(T) + E. 
On the other hand, from the upper semicontinuity in v of the function cr(r, v), it follows that 
a neighborhood O(ve) of element v, exists such that for any u E O(Q) 
In its turn, from this and from the definition of the set V,, it follows that an element V~ E 
V, CT O(vJ exists such that 
Then 
What is more, since the inverse inequality is always true in view of the inclusion V, c V, then 
Cl(T) = hit (Y(T, V) = iIlFCX(T, V,), 
and therefore, function a(r) is measurable as the greatest lower bound of a countable set of 
measurable functions [29]. 
The following statement is a consequence of formula (4). If for some t the inclusion <(t, g(t), 
+y(t, .)) E M is satisfied, then function a(t,~,v) turns into infinity for all r E [O,t], w E V. 
Let us introduce a mapping 
If for some t the integral in expression (6) turns into infinity, then the inequality in braces is readily 
satisfied. If on the other hand, the inequality in (6) fails for any t, then we set T(g(.), y(., .)) = 8. 
We can now formulate the main result of the paper. 
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THEOREM 1. Let in the game (l),(2) Pontryagin’s condition hold, M = co M and Jet for some 
bounded function g(t), t > 0, and some measurable in r selection 7(&r), t 2 r 1 0, of the 
set-valued mapping W(t, r) the following relations be true: 
TM-)? d.7 .)) # 0 and T E T(g(-),y(., .I), T<+oo. 
Then a trajectory of process (1) can be brought from the initial state g(T) to the terminal set 
in time T, using control of form (3). 
PROOF. Consider the case c(T, g(T), y(T, .))GM. Let VT(.) be an arbitrary measurable function 
with values in V. knalogously to (5,9], we introduce a test function 
I 
t 
IL(t) = 1 - 4T, 7747)) dT, t E [O,T]. 
0 
Since the function a(T, T, w) is L x B measurable, it is superpositionally measurable as well, i.e., 
function cr(T, 7, V(T)) is measurable. On the other hand, by assumptions concerning the parame- 
ters of process (l),(2) the latter is bounded for almost all T < T, and therefore, integrable on any 
finite interval of time. From this, it follows that the function h(t) is continuous, nonincreasing 
and h(0) = 1. Therefore, there exists an instant t, = t(v(.)), t, E (O,T], such that h(t,) = 0. 
In the sequel, the segments [0, t*) and [t*,T] will be referred to as “active” and “passive”, 
respectively. Let us describe how the first player chooses his control on each of them. For this 
purpose, consider a set-valued mapping 
U(T, v) = {IL E U : aR(T, T)(P(u, v) - y(T T) E @‘, T’, v)[M - f(T, CJl -AT> .))I). (7) 
Since the function cr(T, 7, v) is Lx B measurable, M E K(P), and the vector <(T, g(T), y(T, e)) 
is bounded, then the mapping cx(T, 7, v)[M -E(T, g(T), y(T, .))I is L x B measurable. In addition, 
it is obvious that the left side of inclusion in (7) is jointly L x B measurable function in 7 and v 
and continuous in U. From here, in view of the known statement from [29], it follows that the 
mapping U(7, V) is L x B measurable. Therefore, its selection 
u(7, v) = lea: min U(7, V) (8) 
is L x B measurable function. On the active segment [0, t,), control of the first player is set equal 
to 
U(T) = U(T, w(7)). (9) 
By virtue of the function ~(7, V) L x B measurability, it is superpositionally measurable that 
implies the measurability of function u(7). 
Let us analyze the “passive” segment [t,,T]. We set in expression (7) a(T, 7, v) E 0 for T E 
[t,,T], u E V, and choose the control of the first player in accordance with the above-outlined 
scheme using expressions (7)-( 9). 
In the case {(T, g(T), y(T, .)) E M, the control of the first player on the interval [0, T] is chosen 
from the same relations ss on the passive segment, i.e., by scheme (7)-(g) with a(T,~,v) G 0, 
7 E [O,T], v E V. 
Let us show that if the control of the first player is chosen in form (9), then in both cases, in 
view of relations (7),(8), a trajectory of process (1) will be brought to the set M at instant T for 
any control of the second player. 
From expression (l), we have 
I 
T 
m(T) = rg(T) + nQ(T, T)(P(u(T), V(T)) dT. 
0 
(10) 
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Let us first analyze the case <(T, g(T), y(T, .))FM. To do this, we add and substract from the 
right side of equality (10) the term JOT y(T, 7) dr. Using the above-outlined rule for control choice 
of the first player, we obtain from (10) the inclusion 
m(T) E [(T, g(T), y(T, .)) [l - I” 4C 7,47)) dT] + /,” 4T, T,4T))M d7. 
Since M is a convex compact, a(T, r, w(T))-nonnegative function for 7 E [0, t*), and 
I 
t. 
cr(T, 7, V(T)) dr = 1, 
0 
then Jot* CY(T,T,V(T))M dr = M and, consequently, ~z(T) E M and z(T) E M’. 
Suppose that <(!I’, g(T), y(T, .)) E M. Then, taking into account the rule for control of the first 
player, from equality (10) one can immediately deduce the inclusion nz(T) E M. 
3. GAME PROBLEMS FOR FRACTIONAL SYSTEMS 
In this section, we introduce in a standard way the classic notions of Riemann-Liouville frac- 
tional integral and fractional derivative. To them corresponds the equation with fractional deriva- 
tive in which instead of standard Cauchy condition at the initial instant t = 0 the fractional in& 
gral of appropriate fractional order is given. The reason is that, generally speaking, the solution 
of such equation has singularity at t = 0 and therefore, only generalized initial conditions have 
sense here. However, from the physical point of view it is desirable to have a standard Cauchy 
problem for equations with fractional derivatives. 
In [25], Dzhrbashyan and Nersesyan introduced an equation with fractional derivative, in which 
instead of Riemann-Liouville derivative its regularized value is used and a standard Cauchy 
condition stands for the initial condition. Later on, the new notion of fractional derivative was 
called a Dzhrbashyan-Nersesyan regularized derivative. 
Let us define the fractional Riemann-Liouville integral of order /?, /3 E (0, l), of a function z(t), 
t > 0, bv formula 111 . . 
( > 
1 t 
Iop+z (t) = r(p) I 4s) o (t - s)l-P dsT 
where I’(p) is Euler y-function. Then, the fractional Riemann-Liouville derivative of order ,B [24] 
has the form 
and the regularized Dzhrbashyan-Nersesyan fractional derivative of order p [25,26] 
(D&) (t) = pi?++ (t) - & 4fO). 
We will associate each of the fractional derivatives with appropriate game problem. 
Thus, let in the first problem the evolution of a conflict-controlled process be described by the 
system of differential equations 
Do2 = Ai + cp(u, v), i E R”, ?J. E u, v E v, (11) 
under the initial condition 
PPi],,o = 20, 
and in the second problem by the system 
(12) 
Dcp)z = Az + &IL, v), z E Rn, u E u, u E v, (13) 
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under the initial condition 
&O = .Q* (14) 
In the notations of fractional derivatives in (11),(13) some symbols are omitted for the simplicity 
of exposition. 
In addition to the dynamics of processes (11),(13), the terminal set of form (2) is given. The 
goals of the players in each of the cases are the same as in the general problem statement. Note 
that in problems (11),(12) and (13),(14) the first player (u) chooses his control in the form of 
measurable functions u(t) = ~(is,vt(.)) and u(t) = u(z~,Q(.)), respectively, with values in the 
domain U. 
Let us proceed with deduction of integral representations for functions i(t) and z(t). For this 
purpose, for any arbitrary positive number p and complex number p we define a generalized 
matrix function of Mittag-Leffler 
E,(B;fi) = 2 13’” 
kzO r (W’ + CL) ’ 
where B is an arbitrary square matrix of order n with complex-valued elements. Matrix func- 
tion E,(B; p) is an integer function of argument B. 
THEOREM 2. The players’ control chosen, the solution i(t) of problem (11),(12) is defined by 
the formula 
i(t) = ta%?Z,,, (AtP; p) .So + 
s 
‘(t - #-%/a (A(t - 7)‘; P) (P(~T),v(T)) do, (15) 
0 
while the solution r(t) of problem (13),(14) by the formula 
z(t) = Ellp (At@; 1) zo -t- J ot(t - T)‘?~I,~ (A(t - T)O; P) c~(u(T),v(T)) d-r. (16) 
PROOF. Let us first note that the function F(T) = (P(u(~),u(~)), T > 0, is measurable and 
essentially bounded. This implies that the integrals in formulas (15),(16) converge absolutely. 
The proof consists of two parts. In the first one, we will prove that the first terms in formu- 
las (15),(16) are solutions of the homogeneous equations, satisfying the initial conditions (12),( 14), 
respectively. In the second part, we will show that the second term in formulas (15),(16) 
q?(t) = J .‘(t - ~)‘-~s?$,p (A(t - T)‘;@ F(7) dT (17) 
is a solution of nonhomogeneous equations (15),(16). 
The fact that zz(t) satisfies the zero initial condition immediately follows from the boundedness 
of the functions Qp(A(t - T)@; /3) and F(T) and that P > 0. 
Denoting 
21(t) = t ‘-%,o (At’; P) 200, 
we calculate 
(D%l) (t) z Dp [tp-lE,,p (AtO; @) 201 
1 d 
= r(l -p) Z (J ot(t_T)-~y+~~ AkrPk & k.0 r(@(k+l)) 
= -!- gr($$) $ I'@- T)-PTP(k+l)-ldT 
w - P) 
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Ak2d3(1 -P,Pk+O) d 
qm + PI 
k=z+l AtP_1 2 Ak'tflk' ^ 
k,=. r(pk’ + p) ” = Ai1(t). 
Here B(z, W) = sd_ z*-~ (1 - ~)~-l dx = (r(z)r(w))/(r(z + w)) is Euler P-function. 
Let us now show that function &(t) satisfies the initial condition (12) 
(P-%1) (t) = _A_- 
J 
t 21(T) - 
r(l -P) o (t -40 
dr 
J 
t &1 O” 
=---_ 
r(L 0 (t-T)P k=O r(pk+p) -x AkTPk 20 dr 
= 1 g ,;;t,) ~liP(k+l)-l(t - T)-@dT 
ru - 0) 
r(P(k+l)PV -PLO 
rm+ 1) 
Consider the function 
a(t) = Ellp (AtO; 1) zo s Ellp (A@) zo, 
where El,p(A@) is the matrix function of Mittag-Leffler. 
Then 
r(pk + i)r(2 + ok - 0) (l - p + pk) - t-P 
I 
z” 
=A2 
A”-‘tL%“-1) 
r(l + P(k - 1)) 
Z,J = Aq(t). 
k=l 
Moveover, q(t) satisfies the initial condition (14) since 
r(pk + 1) z” = zoe 
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Let us analyze function za(t), defined by formula (17), and show that it satisfies equations 
(11) ,( 13), under the zero initial conditions. 
We have 
(DQ) (t) = (D%) (t) 
> 
(18) 
(T - s)~-~EI,~(A(~. - s)O;/3 F(s) ds) do. 
Separately, we will study the function 
q)(t) = i’(t - 7)-p (l’(T - SF1 c $&y; .w) dT 
= g r(k;: p) I’(t - q-p ( JdT(T - S)fl(k+1)-1F(4 ds) dT. (19) 
For this purpose, we consider the following integrals: 
t t 
il, = JJ (t - 7)-y, - s) P(k+l)-lF(s) dsdr 0 0 
- T)-~(T - s)~(‘+‘)+‘(s) drds, 
The latter double integral converges absolutely that allows, by virtue of Fubini theorem, to change 
the order of integration using Dirichlet formula. 
Then t 
ik = 
s U 
t 
(t - T)+(T - s)~@+~)-~ dr
0 S > 
F(s) ds 
=B(l-P pk+p) , J t(t-s)w(s)dS (20) 0 
= ru - W-YW + P) J r(w+l) 0 yt -s)~"F(s)ds. 
From equalities (19),(20) it follows that 
Q(t) = W - P) go r(k;: 1) I’@ - 4pkF(4 ds. 
Since the function F(t) is measurable and bounded, then I,!@) has a derivative almost every- 
where 
= qi -p) F(t) + 
i J 
t m &(f. _,)W-1 
C r(m) F(s) ds o k=l 
t(t - s)~-‘E,,,~ (A(t - s)@;P) F(s)ds 
(21) 
Substituting (21) into (18), we obtain the equalities 
Daz2 = DC%, = Az2 + (p(u v) , . 
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4. FRACTAL CONFLICT-CONTROLLED PROCESSES 
WITH INTEGRAL BLOCK OF CONTROL 
Along with the conflict-controlled processes (11),(12) and (13),(14) we will treat the processes 
differing from the above-mentioned processes in that the block of controls appears in them in 
the integral form. To be specific, in the case of Riemann-Liouville derivative we will study the 
process 
Dp$ = Ajj + 
s 
‘(t - T)++(T), V(T)) do, O<y<l, o<p<1, (22) 
0 
under the initial condition 
P~~~,=o = $0 (23) 
and in the case of regularized Dzhrbashyan-Nersesyan derivative the process 
D@)y = Ay + 
s 
t(t - T)‘-‘q(u(~), V(T)) do (24) 
0 
under the initial condition 
ylt=o = Yo. (25) 
THEOREM 3. Controls of the players chosen, the solution B(t) to problem (22),(23) is given by 
the formula 
J 
t 
G(t) = tP-lEl,o (At@; P) $0 + I’(y)(t - T)~+~-~E~,~ (A(t - 4’; Y + P) cp(u(~), 4~)) dT (26) 
0 
and the solution y(t) to problem (24),(25) by the formula 
J 
t 
y(t) = El/o (At’; 1) YO + r(T)(t - T) y+B-lEl,p (A(t - T)O; y + P) cp(u(~), V(T)) dr. (27) 
0
PROOF. Taking into account the reasoning, presented in the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to 
show that the function 
t yz(t) = 
J 
r(y)(t - 4’+‘-%,p (A@ - 7)‘; Y + P) ~(4~1, V(T)) dr 
0 
is a solution of equations (26),(27) under the zero initial condition. 
After application of formulas (15),(16) to systems (22),(24) with the zero initial conditions we 
have 
e(t) = y(t) = /d’(t - T)~-~E~,~ (A(t - r)O; /3) /d’(~ - s)-‘-+(s) dsd7 
t = JJ '(t - ~)p-lE1,~ (A(t - T)@; /3)(7 - s)‘-’ dTF(s) ds. 0 S 
Let us calculate the integral 
I(t - s) = J ‘(t - T)“-~E,,, (A(t - ~)@;/3) (T - s)Y-‘d-r s T-S=? = St-’ (t - s - ?)@-l El,D (A (t - s - +; B> .i7-’ & 
0 
J 
t-s = -ip-lE~,p (A@; p) (t - s - i)7-1 d?. 
0 
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In view of the matrix analog to formula (1.16) [34, p. 1201, we eventually obtain 
I(t - s) = r(y)(t - s) r+4-1El,p (A(t - s)O; y+ P) , 
whence 
G(t) = y(t) = l?(y) l’(t - s)~+~-~&,~ (A(t - @;y + /3) F(s) ds. 
REMARK 1. If y + ,8 2 1, then the solutions (26),(27) turn out to be absolutely continuous 
functions [24], having bounded derivatives almost everywhere. 
REMARK 2. Equations (22),(24) can be considered as incorporating integrals, which have arbi- 
trary r-summable kernels. 
Thus, for the game problems with the fractional derivatives of Riemann-Liouville and 
Dzhrbashyan-Nersesyan of types (ll)-(14), (22)-(25), th e solutions can be presented by formulas 
(15),(16), (26),(27), which are specific cases of representation (1). 
The above-outlined general method can be applied for solution to each of the mentioned game 
problems. 
5. SPECIFIC CASE OF SIMPLE MATRIX, THE ORIGIN AS A 
TERMINAL SET AND SPHERICAL CONTROL DOMAINS 
For illustration of the method, we now analyze various specific cases, in which solution can be 
obtained in analytic form. 
In the sequel, for the brevity of exposition and the unification of notions, we will distinguish the 
four above-outlined problems by assigning to their parameters the values of indices i, j : i = 1,2, 
j = 1,2. Then a trajectory ~11 (t) corresponds to the process with Riemann-Liouville derivative 
and conventional block of control (11) while ziz(t) to that with the integral block of control 
(22). In turn, a trajectory 221(t) corresponds to the process with the regularized Dzhrbashyan- 
Nersesyan derivative and the block of control in conventional form, and 292(t) to that with the 
integral block of control (24). 
Thus, we have the four processes 
t 
&j(t) = 9ij(t) + 
s 
f&(4 T)(P(47), U(T)) d7, i = 1,2, j = 1,2, (23) 
0 
where 
911(t) = Gl(tFoo, &l(t) = t’-Qp (A@; P) , 
%l(t, ~1 = (t - 4p-1E~,p (A@ - @; P) , 
912(t) =Gz(t)Go, &z(t) = to-%,p (A@; P) , 
%2(4 T) = IYy)(t - 7) r+B-lEl,p (A(t - #; y + /3) 
m(t) = Gl(t)Zo, h(t) = El/, (At? 1) , 
h(t,7) = (t - T)@-~EI,~ (A@ - @; P) , 
m(t) = Gdt)Yo, Wt) = EI/~ (At? 1) , 
fl22(4 7) = r(y)@ - 7) r+b-lE1,B (A(t - T)O; y + P) 
Let 
A=XE, (~(21,~) = ‘1~ - w, M* = {0}, U = aS, a> 1, v = s, 
where X is an integer and S is the unit ball centered at the origin. Then L = Rn and the 
orthoprojector rr appears as the operator of identical transformation, defined by the unit matrix. 
All the matrix functions Gij(t) and Rij(t, 7) have the forms 
Gij(t) = jij(t)E, S2ij(t,T) = Wij(t,T)E, i = 1,2, j = 1,2, 
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where &j(t) and w~ij (t, 7) are scalar functions. In addition, note that for matrix B = XE the 
following equality is true: 
J%(B; /-J) = -%(k /.J)J% 
where E,,(X; p) is the generalized scalar function of Mittag-Lefller [24,34]. 
Then 
Wij(4 7, w) = WijQ, T)(US - w), 
Iv,(t, T) = lWij(t, T)I (a - 1)s. 
Consequently, Pontryagin’s condition holds if a 2 1. 
Set yij (t, T) z 0. Then 
~ij(t,gij(t),yij(t,T)) =&j(t) = hj@)$j, $j # O9 
and 
aij(t7r,V) = sup {a 10 : ff&j(t)Zfj E Wij(t,T)(aS -U)} 
is the greatest root of the square equation for Q 
((wij(t,T)W--~ij(t)%EOjjl( = IWij(t,T)la. 
Prom here it follows, that 
&j(t, 7, v) = (%Q) + J(% 4d2 + 114112 (4 - 11~0112) 
114112 7 
where 00 = wij(t,r)~, q = &j(t)$j, oc = ]Wij(t,r)]~. It should be noted that .Qij(t) # 0 up to 
the instant of the game termination. 
It is evident that 
min Ckij(t, 7, W) = ‘“‘!i:,;ll$,i ‘) , 
IbIll 23 r3 
where the minimum is furnished by the element 
Vij(t, T) = - Sign {&j(t)Wij(t, T)} *. 
II’& II 
Then, the time of the game termination appears as the least root of the equation 
s t (a- l)lwij(t3~)1 dT = 1 0 Ihj(t)l ~~z!j~~ ’ 
as functions Wij(t, 7) are continuous in t. 
Let us introduce the functions 
@ij(t) = 
J 
t lwij(t7T)l dT 
0 lBij(t)l ’ 
Then the time of the game termination can be given by the formula 
T,j(z,Ojj,O)=min t>O:@,(t)>L 
{ 
IP.ll 
> 
u-l ’ (29) 
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where functions @ij(t) have the forms 
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To determine whether or not the time of the game termination Tij(z,O, 0) is finite, an asymptotic 
representation of the generalized scalar function of Mittag-Leffler plays a key role. We take 
interest in specification of formulas (2.23),(2.24) from [34, p. 1341, giving such representation for 
function Ep(x;p) for real 2, p > l/2 and arbitrary /J. 
From these formulas, it follows that for positive z 
EJx; p) = px+@)e~” _ 5 2-k 
kc1 r (P - W’) + 0 (Ixpy 
and for negative x 
E&P) = -f: 
2-k 
k=l r(~---kp-l) 
+ 0 (1x1-l-p). (31) 
As seen from asymptotic representations (30),(31), in our example it is reasonable to analyze 
two cases: X > 0 and X < 0. 
Let X > 0. Then the generalized functions of Mittag-Leffler, appearing in the formulas 
for @tj(t), are positive. From this and from formula (1.15) [34, p. 1201, here having the form 
~ICE,(XxlIP;I-L)T~-ldr=x~E~(Xxl/B;~+l), (p>O), XER, 
we infer formulas for functions @ij(t) 
@n(t) = 
%2(t) = 
@21(t) = 
@22(t) = 
tPEllp (Ata; /3 + 1) 
tfl- ‘Ella (Xtfl; /3) ’ 
r(y)tr+~E,,p (M, p + y + 1) 
WE,,fl (M; 0) ’ 
@Ella (Ata, /3 + 1) 
El/, W; 1) ’ 
wY)t7+oE1,p (At@; P + y + 1) 
El/p (J@; 1) 
(32) 
Set p = l/p, x = At@ . f m ormula (30). It should be noted that since /3 E (0, l), then p E (1,~) 
and therefore, p > l/2. From this, it follows the asymptotic representation: 
El,, @a, p) = ; (&fl)(‘/B)(l-p) e(At”)“P _ 2 
(33) 
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Using this representation, the following relations can be deduced: 
t~Ellp (@; p + 1) = ; A(l/fl) (l-(fl+l))tflt-P,~l’et + . . . = ’ -1 
? e 
A”“t + . . . , 
tfl-lEl,p (Ato; p) = 1 tfi-lA(‘/fl) (l-fl)t’-L$A1”t + . . . = ’ 
P 
p ~wBbl,~““t + . . . , 
I’(y)tY+BEl,p (Ato; P + +y + 1) = I’(y) ; t r+o~wo) (1-(7+~+l))t’-(7+P+l)ex’/“t + . . . (34) 
= y ~-(7+P)lBe~“L’t + . . . , 
Ellp (A$; 1) = p 51 ( /P)(l-l)t(‘-l)eX1”‘t + . . . = 1 $l”t + 
P ‘... 
From formulas (32) and asymptotic representations (34) we obtain the following equalities: 
t&& @11(t) = 
t’& @12(t) = 
p& ‘p21 (t) = 
t$& a22 0) = 
(VP) A-’ 
(l/D) ~(‘lP)-1 = A-1’aj 
wY)lP)~-(7+P”~ = r(y)x-(7+l)/fl 
(l/P) X(‘IW1 1 
U/P) X-l = x-l 
l/P 
~W/8~~-(7+~)/” = r(y)x_(7+p)/fl 
l/P 
Thus, when X > 0 the times under study are finite if the inequalities hold, respectively 
and finally, 
TIC (&,O) , IM if X-lip > a-l, 
G2(&, O), if r(yp-(7+lIP) > !!$!, 
T21 (&,O) , II~201ll if A-’ > a-l, 
T22 ($2,0) , 
Let us consider the case when X < 0. Set in formula (31) p = l//3, x = Ato. Then 
El,@ (J&;b) = _ 5 ‘-+” + 0 (t-(‘+P)b) . 
/$x1 w - WI 
Using this asymptotic representation, we deduce 
tPEllo (AtO; p + 1) = tP 
X-q-0 (35) ~ -... w-m ’ 
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tw3,,&P;p) = to-l 
[ 
f-’ A-kt-k/3 
-c 
kc1 w-w +... 
&-I 
[ 
-g$:;,+...] 
&-I J-2t-2B ... 
[ rc-m I 
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VW‘W,~ (tCY+P+1) =ryy)tY+P 
[ 
-fi 
k=l 
,(,:;y;*” rep) +. . . 1 
(35)(cont.) 
= -r(Y) X-Q-7 r(y -.‘. ’ 
Q&jtP; 1) = - f: X-kt-kp 
k=l ryi - kp) + O (tp8(1+p)) 
,\-If-0 
= -r(l-... . 
Let us analyze the asymptotic behavior of functions @ij(t) given by formulas (32) in the case 
when X < 0. Then functions (35) are not necessarily positive. However, using the inequality 
for arbitrary summable function f(r), the asymptotic representations (35) and formulas (32), 
one can easily infer that 
Thus, the times Tij(zf’, 0) given by formula (29) are finite for any z$, i,j = 1,2. This means 
that in the case when X < 0 the process under study is completely conflict controllable [5] as far 
as each of problems (ll)-(14), (22),(23) and (24),(25) is concerned. 
Let X = 0. Then, taking into account formulas (32) for the functions Qij(t), i, j = 1,2, together 
with expression (29), one can calculate the precise values of the termination times for the games 
under study, namely 
TzI(z&,O) = [1(3+1)%]“‘, 
Zz (G270) = 
P +y I/&ll l’(y+l) 
B(y+p) a-l 
I 
I 
5722 (&,O) = 
r(p+y+ 1) I14i2)l l'('+') 
r(Y) a-l 1 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Advanced method proposed in the paper provides, in particular, full substantiation on the 
classical rule of parallel pursuit [5] for linear systems of differential, integral, integro-differential, 
and differential-difference equations, and also equations with fractional derivatives. The resolving 
function, which lies at the heart of the method, admits an explicit representation in analytic form 
in the cases of control domains and terminal set having the form of a ball or an ellipsoid. This 
makes it feasible to relatively easily construct a control of the pursuer (7)-(g) and also to evaluate 
the time of game completion in the form of the solution on inequality (29). This method provides a 
basis for computer simulation of the pursuit-evasion processes for broad classes of rather complex 
functional-differential systems. 
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